
This means Pertame is no longer spoken in the homes of Pertame families. Pertame children are raised
speaking the introduced language, English. If nothing is done, Pertame language will be lost within the
next generation.

After over 100 years of attacks on the Pertame language, the Pertame community embarked on a
journey to record and save the language for future generations. This started at the Institute of
Aboriginal Development (IAD) in the 1980-1990s. In 2015, The Pertame Language Revival Program
began running again through Batchelor Institute’s Centre for Australian Languages and Linguistics
(CALL), led by elder Christobel Swan. In 2017, the Project received philanthropic funding to start the
Pertame School, an initiative to teach the language to the next generations of Pertame people. In 2020,
the project changed directions to focus primarily on creating new fluent speakers of the language
within the younger generations through a master-apprentice program (MAP). 

Pertame Language Community 

Pertame or Southern Arrernte is a Central Australian language
that belongs to the country around the Finke and Hugh Rivers,
110km South of Alice Springs. Pertame country starts at Running
Waters (Irpmangkera) and follows the Finke River (Lhera Pinta)
down to the community of Finke.
Pertame is a severely endangered language. There are currently
less than 10 fluent speakers of Pertame, all over the age of 50.
Pertame language has suffered through the process of
colonisation, punitive language policies and the stolen generation.
As a result, intergenerational language transmission has ceased. 

“This Pertame Master-apprentice Program has impacted hugely on our family and

language. When we don’t have our language, we don’t know who we are. People gotta

realise we have to learn our language, we have to know who we are. We have to think

about the old people who tried really hard to keep our language alive. We have to keep

their memories strong by keeping our language strong, because they fought very hard to

keep our language alive. Back in those days we were told not to speak our language, and

people were scared to teach their immediate family Pertame because they said “You
mob gotta learn English now because these other mob are telling us our language is

rubbish”. That’s how it fell apart back in those days. But for the memory and love of

our old people who tried to keep our language strong, for our families, for my father,

mother, brothers and sisters.” - Kathleen Bradshaw, Pertame elder and fluent speaker 
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Language is a core part of Pertame identity. Pertame language comes from Pertame country, and links
the plants, animals, landscape and people together in deep kinship relationships. Pertame is an ancient

and rich language, carrying 60,000 years of history, heritage, knowledge of country and a unique
perspective of the world. The loss of Pertame language will leave Pertame people rootless, without a
voice to connect with the land, the ancestors or the tnengkerra (the dreamtime). We are fighting hard

to ensure that Pertame language and all the cultural knowledge and ancient wisdom our language
contains does not fade away with the last generation of fluent speakers. Speaking language has deep
and enduring benefits on the mental, spiritual and physical health and wellbeing of Aboriginal people.

“When we keep our language alive we know who we are, we know our identity. And when we know

that, we become healthy people in our everyday living because family is really important" -

Kathleen Bradshaw, Pertame elder
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The Pertame language revival program uses the master-apprentice language immersion method to
rapidly grow new fluent speakers of our severely endangered language. Almost all Pertame fluent
speakers are within the grandparent and great-grandparent generation, and our community
recognises the urgent need to invest heavily in the creation of new fluent speakers to carry our
language forward into the future. The Master-Apprentice Program (MAP) is a world-leading method
of Indigenous language revival that was developed by Indigenous communities in California and has
since been taken up by First Nations peoples globally. The methodology is outlined in Hinton, L.
(2002) How to keep language alive: a commonsense approach to one-on-one language learning.
The MAP model is a best-practice method for rapidly growing fluent new speakers, through
intensive oral immersion sessions with elder speakers (the master) and adult learners (apprentices).
The MAP model foregrounds self-determination and Indigenous epistemologies, as no western
specialised knowledge systems are required because translations and literacy are strongly
discouraged. MAPs see a return to old ways of learning and knowing, where Elder knowledge is
privileged above all else. MAPs teach not through explicit instruction but through immersion and
experience.

“We learn deeper concepts in an easier way when we go back to our old, pre-

invasion pedagogies of listening, talking and gaining understanding as learners

from our Elders.”

MAPs are recommended in AIATSIS’s 2020 National Indigenous Language Survey (NILS) as showing
“notable success” Internationally for languages with few elderly speakers where intergenerational
transmission has ceased. There are 78 Indigenous Australian languages in this position; however,

there is only one active MAP in Australia, in the Pertame Southern Arrernte language community in
Alice Springs. 



Two Pertame people represented the language community at
the United Nations Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues in
New York, receiving world renown training in running master-
apprentice programs from Native American experts. 
The 2020 MAP has built a strong and dedicated team of 4 semi-
fluent apprentices within the younger generations ready to
reach fluency by 2021. 
The Pertame MAP has helped Pertame Elders feel valued and
cared for, and increased family connection and community
cohesion. 
 In 2020, the Pertame MAP ran 71 Pertame master-apprentice
immersion sessions, 5 children’s classes, 6 school-based
lessons, a 4-day school holiday program and 2 on-country
immersion camps. 
A total of 7 Pertame apprentices, 4 elders, 55 children and 30
adults have been engaged in teaching and learning Pertame
through the 2020 MAP
25 Pertame online language learning videos and quizzes were
created, which have received 2433 engagements from the
Pertame community on Youtube, Kahootz and Facebook
platforms
The story of the Pertame MAP has been published through
National and local traditional media on SBS, NITV, NT news and
ABC radio, as well as social media such as Facebook, Youtube
and Wikipedia. 
A Pertame apprentice received the “Aspiring Role Model” award
from The Girls Academy. She also won NT Board of Studies
Karmi Sceney Aboriginal Excellence and Leadership Award for
receiving the highest ranking score in her Arrernte class.
Apprentices have developed their career related skills and
experience, including language worker skills, technology literacy,
confidence, communication and teaching skills through
employment at the Batchelor Institute.



Goals: Activities:

Our 4 apprentices are completely
fluent in Pertame within 12 months

1. Immerse our 4 apprentices in Pertame for
15-20 hours a week through master-
apprentice immersion sessions with our
elder speaker and allocated home study

2. The program provides
intergenerational learning and
knowledge transfer between the five
generations of the Pertame
community

Offer a Pertame class at a local primary
school for Pertame children, organised and
led by the apprentices with elder assistance
Offer a weekly adult evening Pertame class
teaching “children’s survival language” to the
Pertame community to assist parents to
build Pertame immersion within their home
environments for their children. Apprentices
will organise and lead these classes.

3. The Pertame community is brought
together over a common goal to grow
in strength and cohesion

Apprentices lead three school holiday
programs for Pertame teenagers, infants,
children and their families to learn language
through interactive games, excursions and
kinship connections.

4. Apprentices became community
leaders and role models within their
teaching positions, growing the next
generation of fluent elders and
leaders

Apprentices provide weekly report backs to
the Pertame community, sharing their
progress and achievements at the adults
evening classes to share information and
gain feedback.

5. Language revival supports Pertame
people to build strong identities to
increase self-esteem and cultural
pride

Conduct 6 on-country apprentice
immersion camps during the winter season
at Boomerang Bore and Perta Munta
homelands.



Employ one full-time Pertame Project
Officer, three part-time apprentices and one
Elder at the Batchelor Institute, providing
income, work experience and professional
development
Support three apprentices to undertake a
VET qualification as students through the
Batchelor Institute in: 

Cert III in Education Support 
Cert I in Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Language and Knowledge Work

Apprentices will produce online language
learning videos monthly, available to the
public and wider Pertame community 
Launch a public social media presence on
Facebook, Instagram and build our own
webpage, as well as grow our audience on
Youtube to showcase our work and
language resources.
 Pertame apprentices and children host
information stalls and language
performances at Parrtjima, Alice Springs
Writers Festival and NAIDOC Family Day

Goals: Activities:

7. Apprentices gain work experience,
skill development and new
qualifications within education,
language work, linguistics and use of
technology.

6. The Pertame MAP engages in the
fabric of the local Alice Springs
community to raise awareness of our
project’s work

Pertame Master-
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Bradshaw
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The Batchelor Institute of Indigenous Tertiary Education sits
uniquely in the Australian educational landscape as the only
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander dual sector Tertiary
Education provider.  The Centre for Australian Languages and
Linguistics (CALL) is a language centre based in the Division of
Higher Education and Research at Batchelor Institute. CALL
provides a service to community teams, supporting their work
on language projects. The Pertame Master-Apprentice
Program partners with the Batchelor Institute’s CALL. BI
manages the project’s finances and provides classrooms, office
space and vehicles. 

However, CALL does not receive financial support from Batchelor Institute, and all language projects are
required to self-fund in order to operate through grants and philanthropic donations. Pertame young
person, Vanessa Farrelly, is employed by CALL to project manage the program, and act as an apprentice
as well. Using grants and donations, apprentices and Elders are paid as language consultants through
Batchelor Institute’s finance department.



*We will run three school holiday programs, 30 adult classes and 30 children’s classes
Holiday programs: 28hrs work per holiday program x 3 programs = 84hrs per apprentice 
Children’s classes: 30 children’s classes x 1 hr each = 30hrs per apprentice
Adult’s classes: 30 adults classes x 1hr each = 30hrs per apprentice

Description

Master Elder payment 
Guest Elder payment
Employment of three apprentices ($30/hr x
14hrs/week x 40 weeks)
MAP Learning resources 

Learning resources
Transport and food
Apprentice payment ($30/hr x 144 hrs x 3
apprentices)
Adult helper honorarium

Cert III in Education Support x 1
Cert I in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Language and Knowledge Work x2

Full-time employment of Pertame project
officer (including on costs)

Master-Apprentice Program Sessions (MAP) 

School holiday programs, children’s classes
and adult classes*

On-country apprentice immersion camps
Transport and food ($600 per camp x 6 camps)
Apprentice payment (16hrs x $30 x 3
apprentices x 6 camps)

Qualifications and training for apprentices

 Batchelor Administration Fee (15%)
  

TOTAL:

Cost Raised/
in-kind
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